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Abstract
The SuperB experiment at the Cabibbo Laboratory will provide new pos-
sibilities to study the physics of charm. The potential physics reach of the
experiment when performing studies of rare decays, mixing and CP violation
in charm decays is presented here and the implications of such measurements
for new physics scenarios is discussed.
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1 Introduction
Charm mesons are bound states of a quark-antiquark pair in which one, the quark or
the antiquark, is a charm (c) quark. The charm quark was remarkably discovered in
1974 when two different teams and experiments, Stanford Linear Accelerator Center
(SLAC) and Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) announced the existence of a
new resonance with a mass of almost 3.1 GeV [1][2]. Since the mass of this state
was to large to be explained in terms of the three known light quarks (u, d, s), the
existence of a new heavy quark was needed to physically interpret the new particle.
The announcement of the discovery was made simultaneously by the two teams in
November 1974, and it is often referred to as the November Revolution. However,
before this discovery, the GIM mechanism was proposed, in which the absence of
flavour changing neutral currents (FCNCs) was considered as an indication of the
existence of a fourth quark to explain the suppression of some transitions [3]. FCNCs
still represent a very important issue in flavour physics when looking for new physics.
Another interesting aspect is that the standard model (SM) predicts small mixing
and CP violation for charm mesons. While mixing has already been observed for
D0 mesons, CP violation in charm has still to be discovered and a time-dependent
analysis may provide a tool to test the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa mechanism [4][5]
and the SM itself through the measurement of the angle βc,eff in the charm unitarity
triangle. This work describes the potential reach of SuperB when studying rare
decays, mixing and CP violation in charm mesons. It is useful to stress here on
the uniqueness of charm mesons in the understanding of the SM. D0 mesons are the
only mesons made from two up − type quarks (c and u), this allows one to better
understand the flavour changing structure of the SM, and moreover it may prove (or
not) the CP violation interpretation in terms of the CKM matrix in the up-sector (a
missing piece of information in our understanding of flavour physics).
2 Rare Decays
As discussed in the introduction, the GIM mechanism requires the existence of a
fourth quark, the charm quark. Due to GIM suppression, the SM predicts very low
rates for FCNC decays, so that the study of rare charm decays becomes interesting not
only for understanding the charm quark, but also as a tool to test the SM and to look
for new physics (NP). New undiscovered heavy particles may play a role for example
in the loop diagrams involved in rare D decays, this may allow one to indirectly prove
the presence of such particles by studying the deviations from the predicted SM rate
for a particular rare D0 decay mode. This approach does not require a very high
energy facility, where the higher energy available may allow one to directly produce
the new particles, but needs a high luminosity facility. There are several rare decays
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that can be studied (see for example [6]), here the decays D0 → γγ, D0 → µ+µ− and
c→ ul+l− are described.
2.1 D0 → γγ
In the SM the process D0 → γγ represents a FCNC which is forbidden at tree level,
and which is dominated by long distance (LD) contributions. Short distance (SD)
and LD contributions can be calculated, and for a mass of the charm quark satisfying
MD −mc ≈ 300MeV one obtains [7]:
BrSDD0→γγ ≈ 3× 10−11, (1)
BrLDD0→γγ ≈ 1± 0.5× 10−8. (2)
LD contributions need to be modelled in order to estimate the amplitudeD0 → γγ.
It is possible to parametrise the decay as if it was driven by a single vector meson
dominance process in which the D0 weakly mixes with a vector meson P 0 as shown
in Fig. 1 [7].
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P0
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Figure 1: The vector meson dominance contribution for D0 → γγ.
Limits on this decay channel have been obtained by the CLEO-c and BABAR
Collaborations: B(D0 → γγ) < 2.7×10−5 (CLEO-c) [8] andB(D0 → γγ) < 2.2×10−6
(BABAR) [9]. The BESIII experiment is collecting data at the Ψ(3770) and could reach
a limit of 0.5 × 10−7 with 20 fb−1 of data [10]. The SuperB experiment is expected
to collect 1.0 ab−1 at the charm threshold which translates into an expected limit of
the order of 1.0× 10−8 for D0 → γγ, however studies are ongoing.
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2.2 D0 → µ+µ−
The rare decay D0 → µ+µ− is a very important mode to be used when studying
∆C = 1 weak neutral currents. As for the decay D0 → γγ, understanding of short
and long distance contributions to this decay mode is necessary. Theoretical limits
on this decay have been evaluated in Ref. [11], as:
Br(D0 → µ+µ−) ≈ BR(D0 → µ+µ−)LD =
= 3× 10−5Br(D0 → γγ). (3)
SD contributions for this decay are expected to be of the order of 10−18. NP en-
hancements may be manifest, but the LD contribution need to be understood and
under control when interpreting any observed signal. The BESIII Collaboration may
obtain a precision of 0.5× 10−7 with 20fb−1 of data collected at the charm threshold.
LHCb has already obtained the limit Br(D0 → µ+µ−) < 1.3× 10−8 with 0.9 fb−1 of
data collected in 2011 at a center-of-mass energy of 7 TeV [12]. SuperB expects to
reach a precision of the order of 1.0× 10−8 when considering only one month of data
collected at the charm threshold.
2.3 c→ ul+l−
The decays c→ ul+l− represent another class of interesting modes when performing
tests for ∆C = 1 weak neutral currents, and the decays of interest are D0 → ρ0l+l−
and D0 → pi0l+l− and D0 → pi+l+l−, D0 → pi0e±µ∓, D0 → h−l+l+ and D+ →
h−e±µ∓. Preliminary studies for these modes are ongoing for the SuperB Collabora-
tion and the expected sensitivities for some of these decay modes are given in Table 1.
Table 1: Expected sensitivities at SuperB and relative branching ratios for D0 →
pi0l+l− and D0 → pi+l+l−.
Decay mode Sensitivity BR (theory)
D0 → pi0l+l− 2× 10−8 0.8× 10−6
D0 → pi+l+l− 2× 10−8 0.8× 10−6
In Ref. [11] it has also been shown that the decay channels D0 → ρ0e+e− and
D0 → ρ0e+e− may be used to evaluate the strength of the contribution due to short
and long distance effects and to constrain some supersymmetric (SUSY) models. In
conclusion the transitions c→ ul+l− are very useful also when looking for NP.
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3 Mixing
Charm mixing was established by BABAR and Belle through comparison of wrong sign
(WS) decays D0 → K+pi− which are doubly Cabibbo suppressed (DCS) and the right
sign (RS) Cabibbo favored (CF) decay D0 → K−pi+ [13][14]. However the precision
with which the parameters xD and yD have been measured can still be improved. A
better precision in the determination of the mixing parameters may allow an improved
understanding of mixing in the up-sector and, if the CP symmetry is broken in mixing.
In fact the uncertainties on xD and yD are of the order of 2×10−3, which is still to large
to evaluate if there is any CP difference between D0 and D
0
. Different measurements
of charm mixing may be combined and projected into (xD, yD) [15], as shown in Fig. 2.
This would require:
• χ2 minimization technique
• Correlation effects need to be considered
- (x′2, y′) from WS D0 → K+pi− decays
- (x′′, y′′) from time-dependent Dalitz plot (TDDP) analysis ofD0 → K+pi−pi0
- yCP from tagged/untagged D
0 → h+h−
- (xD, yD) from the combined golden channels
• CP conserving hypothesis
The results of this analysis are given in Table 2.
Table 2: Mixing parameters (xD,yD) and strong phases δKpi and δkpipi obtained from
χ2 fit to observables obtained from SuperB when a 1.0 ab−1 of data collected at the
charm threshold is considered. The central value is arbitrarily chosen, and for this
reason it is not shown.
Fit x× 10−3 y × 10−3 δ◦K+pi− δ◦K+pi−pi0
xxx+0.19−0.19 yyy
+0.11
−0.11 δδδ
+0.71
−0.71 δδδ
+0.83
−0.83
It is clear that the SuperB experiment not only will improve our knowledge on
charm mixing using a large data sample collected at the Υ(4S), but with the machine
running at the charm threshold it will be possible to increase the sensitivity to the
mixing parameters. In fact, with a run at charm threshold, one can reduces the size of
the D0 → K0sh+h− ellipse. This reduces the area of the WS D0 → K+pi− ellipse that
combines strong phase measurement and Υ(4S) analysis of time-distribution of K+pi−
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Figure 2: Main charm mixing parameters combined into average values for xD and
yD when considering a 1.0ab
−1 of data collected at the charm threshold (including
projections of strong phase measurements δKpi and δkpipi) and 75ab
−1 of data collected
at the Υ(4S). The contours range from 1 to 4 standard deviations two-dimensional
confidence regions from the χ2 fit to these results are shown as solid lines.
decays, and reduces the area of the WS D0 → K+pi−pi0 decays. Another interesting
aspect of these studies is the possibility to define the charm golden channels D0 →
K0Sh
+h−(h = pi,K) which are self-conjugated multi-body final states and represent a
combination of CP odd and even eigenstates. If the measurement of strong phases
yields δf = 0, pi then the parameters xD and yD are directly measurable with a TDDP
analysis.
4 CP Violation
CP violation was first observed in the Kaon system [16] and in the B meson sys-
tem [17][18]. In the charm sector, as anticipated previously, CP violation has not
been discovered yet and is expected to be small. CP violation can be classified in
three types: direct CP violation (in the decay), indirect CP violation (in mixing),
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and CP violation in the interference between mixing and decay (indirect, time-
dependent). Recently the LHCb collaboration has reported a difference in (predom-
inantly) direct CP asymmetries in D0 → K+K− and D0 → pi+pi− that is 3.5σ from
the CP conserving hypothesis [19]. This latest result makes CP studies in charm
very intriguing.
4.1 Indirect CP Violation
Indirect CP violation may be manifest through asymmetries in a broad class of ob-
servables. Here the approach which uses effective values of the mixing parameters
is discussed [15]. Effective values of the mixing parameters are defined by considering
separately the D0 and the D
0
mesons. One would then have
D0 → (x+D, y+D), (4)
D
0 → (x−D, y−D), (5)
where the sign ± depends upon the electric charge of the charm quark (Qc = +2/3
and Qc = −2/3). Ignoring systematic uncertainties (which will be almost identical
for both the D0’s and can then be neglected), if there is a difference x+D − x−D of the
order of 5 × 10−4 (or larger) in the average x value (or a difference y+D − y−D of the
order of 3×10−4 (or larger) in the average y value) SuperB will be able to measure it
at a 3σ level. If these differences will be observed and interpreted as being due to CP
violation in mixing, then they would provide a measurement of | qD
pD
|. If one neglects
direct CP violation, then x+D ≈ | qDpD |xD and x
−
D ≈ |pDqD |xD, and very similar relations
may be found for y+D and y
−
D. It is possible to evaluate the asymmetry as
az =
z+ − z−
z+ + z−
≈ 1− |
qD
pD
|2
1 + | qD
pD
|2 , (6)
where z is xD or yD. The same study may be applied assuming that z is yCP , y
′, x′′,
y′′. The measured asymmetry would depend on the kind of CP violation: if there is
CP violation in the decay, then the asymmetry would depend on the decay channel,
while if CP violation originates from mixing, then one would expect to obtain the
same asymmetry in all modes. Estimates of the expected uncertainties that SuperB
may obtain by combining different modes are given in Table 3.
4.2 Direct CP Violation
The LHCb Collaboration has recently reported the first observation, at a 3.5σ level,
of time-integrated CP asymmetry by combining the measurement for D0 → K+K−
and D0 → pi+pi− [19]. The result has been confirmed by the CDF Collaboration at a
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Table 3: Combination of estimated uncertainties in the CPV mixing parameter
|qD/pD| that may be obtained at SuperB when considering the effective values of
the mixing parameters and considering a 75 ab−1 of data collected at the Υ(4S).
Parameter Mode σ(|qD/pD| × 102)
xD all modes ±1.8
yD all modes ±1.1
2.7σ level. In order to evaluate this asymmetry, one defines the asymmetry as shown
in Eq. (7):
ACP (h
+h−) =
Γ(D0 → h+h−)− Γ(D0 → h+h−)
Γ(D0 → h+h−) + Γ(D0 → h+h−) ≈
≈ AdirCP (H+h−) +
< t(h+h−) >
τ
AindCP , (7)
where the asymmetry is to first order a linear combination of the contribution coming
from direct CP violation (AdirCP ), and from indirect CP violation (A
ind
CP ). The quantity
t(h+h−) is the mean of proper decay time of the D0 meson decaying to the pair h+h−
and τ is the D0 meson lifetime. One can compare the asymmetry in the two different
channels D0 → K+K− and D0 → pi+pi− obtaining Eq. (8):
∆ACP (h
+h−) = ACP (K+K−)− ACP (pi+pi−) =
= ∆AdirCP +
∆ < t >
τ
AindCP . (8)
In Eq. (8) the decay time difference is small, so that most of indirect CP viola-
tion contributions cancel out, and then the expression for ∆ACP approximates the
difference in terms of direct CP asymmetries between the two decays considered.
Results of the analysis carried out by the LHCb and CDF Collaborations are given
in Eqns. (9)(10) [19][20]:
∆ACP (LHCb) = −0.82± 0.21stat. ± 0.11sys., (9)
∆ACP (CDF ) = −0.62± 0.21stat. ± 0.10sys.. (10)
The results from LHCb and CDF, together with the results coming from other
experiments have been combined by the heavy flavour averaging group (HFAG) and
are shown in Fig. 3, where data are consistent with the CP conserving hypothesis at
0.006% CL [21].
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Figure 3: HFAG combined results for ∆ACP .
The CDF collaboration has reported the results for the individual channels ob-
taining Eqns. (11)(12), where the naive SM expectation for the single channel is of
the order of 10−5 − 10−4
ACP (pi
+pi−) = (+0.22± 0.24stat. ± 0.11sys.)%, (11)
ACP (pi
+pi−) = (−0.24± 0.22stat. ± 0.09sys.)%. (12)
One should notice that the reported value for ∆ACP is almost two orders of magnitude
larger than naively predicted by the SM. Since it is not clear if the SM may account
for such a big value of ∆ACP , new measurements (including also neutral final state
particles) with better precision are needed in order to understand if this results is
really to NP [22]. If one considers this approach to the study of CP violation, the
SuperB experiment can reach a sensitivity of the order of σ = 3× 10−4 [15].
4.3 Time-dependent CP Violation
In Ref. [23] time-dependent CP violation (TDCPV) studies have been proposed for
charm using a very similar formalism to that adopted when studying Bd mesons.
Since the SuperB experiment will collect data at the charm threshold (correlated D0
mesons) and at the center-of-mass energy of the Υ(4S) (un-correlated D0 mesons) it
will then be possible to perform and combine time-dependent measurements obtained
in the two different configurations of the machine. The method can be used also in an
hadron machine (for example LHCb). Observations of TDCPV in charm can be used
to constrain the angle βc,eff in the charm unitarity triangle, or charm triangle, and
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the time-dependent analysis in general can be used to measure mixing parameters
when TDCPV is observed or, when no CP is observed it is possible to measure the
mixing phase (φMIX). Only the case of SuperB running at the Υ(4S) is discussed
here. A more detailed description is available in Ref. [23].
4.3.1 The Charm Unitarity triangle
Unitarity of the CKM matrix allows one to write to six unitarity relations. One of
the relations is obtained by combining the first two rows:
V ∗udVcd + V
∗
usVcs + V
∗
ubVcb = 0, (13)
where Eq. (13) defines the charm triangle. The internal angles of this triangle are
αc = arg [−V ∗ubVcb/V ∗usVcs] , (14)
βc = arg [−V ∗udVcd/V ∗usVcs] , (15)
γc = arg [−V ∗ubVcb/V ∗udVcd] , (16)
and using the results of Global CKM fits, one expects that:
βc = (0.0350± 0.0001)◦. (17)
In Ref. [23] the measurement of βc,eff using time-dependent CP asymmetries in charm
decays has been proposed by considering the decay channels D0 → K+K− and D0 →
pi+pi−. In fact neglecting LD contributions, the mentioned decay channels are tree
dominated. In the decay D0 → K+K− one would not expect to observe CP violation,
in particular this mode can be used to measure φMIX . The situation is different for
D0 → pi+pi− in which not only a measurement of φMIX is possible, but since the decay
is dominated by the CKM element Vcd (which become complex when the CKM matrix
is expanded up λ5 + O(λ6)) one would expect to measure CP violation. Finally the
accessible phase in D0 → pi+pi− is φMIX−2φCP . If one subtracts the measured phase
in D0 → pi+pi− from the measured phase in D0 → K+K− then a measurement of
βc,eff is obtained.
4.4 Time-dependent formalism
As anticipated earlier, only un-correlated D0 mesons are considered. Un-correlated
D0’s are produced from the decays of B mesons in electron-positron colliders when
particles are collided at a center of mass energy corresponding to the Υ(4S) resonance,
from cc continuum, or in hadrons colliders.
The time-dependent asymmetry for un-correlated charm mesons can be expressed
by
9
APhys(t) = Γ
Phys
(t)− ΓPhys(t)
Γ
Phys
(t) + ΓPhys(t)
=
= −∆ω + (D + ∆ω)e
∆Γt/2[(|λf |2 − 1) cos ∆Mt+ 2Imλf sin ∆Mt]
h+(1 + |λf |)2/2 +Re(λf )h− . (18)
Where ∆Γ and ∆M are the width and mass differences between the DH and DL
strong eigenstates (H and L indicates the heavy and the light eigenstate), ω and D
are the mistag probability and the dilution, respectively, λf =
q
p
eiφMIX A
A
eiφCP . The
charm mixing parameters are defined by
xD =
∆M
Γ
, yD =
∆Γ
2Γ
. (19)
The definition of the charm mixing parameters and the form of the time-dependent
asymmetry allows one to test CP violation in terms of xD and yD providing a mea-
surements of mixing. The time-dependent asymmetry expressed in terms of xD and
yD becomes [24]:
APhysxD,yD(t) = −∆ω +
(D + ∆ω)eyDΓt[(|λf |2 − 1) cosxDΓt+ 2Imλf sinxDΓt]
h+(1 + |λf |)2/2 +Re(λf )h− . (20)
4.5 Sensitivity to βc,eff , φMIX, φCP and xD
Expected sensitivities on the parameters described in the previous section are reported
here for un-correlated D0 mesons production. More detailed results (including other
experiments) are given in Ref. [23]. In Table 4 the expected uncertainties for φMIX
and σβc,eff are shown, and Table 5 shows the expected sensitivities on xD.
Table 4: Summary of expected uncertainties from 75 ab−1 of data at the Υ(4S) for
D0 → pi+pi− decays.
Parameter Un-correlated D’s (Υ(4S))
σφpipi = σarg(λpipi) 2.2
◦
σφKK = σarg(λKK) = σφMIX 1.6
◦
σβc,eff 1.4
◦
This shows that a time-dependent analysis applied to charm not only may help us
to better understand the flavour changing structure of the SM, but the observation
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Table 5: Estimates of the sensitivity on xD when a 75ab
−1 data collected at the Υ(4S)
is considered for the decays D0 → pi+pi− and D0 → K+K− and φ = φMIX − 2βc,eff .
Mode/HFAG σxD(φ = ±10o) σxD(φ = ±20o)
SuperB [Υ(4S)]
D0 → pi+pi− 0.12% 0.06%
D0 → K+K− 0.08% 0.04%
HFAG 0.20%
of CP violation in charm may allow us to study the charm triangle through the
measurement of the angle βc,eff . This will provide us with a consistency check of
the CKM mechanism. It is important to mention that with current experimental
sensitivity, any observation of a value of the βc,eff inconsistent with zero will be a
clear signal of new physics. On the other hand, the time-dependent analysis can
measure xD and φMIX using not only the decay modes D
0 → K+K− or D0 →
pi+pi−, but additional decay modes are available to carry out time-dependent mixing-
related measurements. Decay channels including neutral final states, as it is the
case of D0 → K0Spi0, with branching ratios that are larger than those for D0 →
K+K− and D0 → pi+pi−, may provide better constraints in the determination of
mixing phase/parameters, and this makes an electron-positron machine unique when
performing such a measurement.
5 Conclusions
In this work, the potential reach of the SuperB experiment when studying charm
physics has been discussed. Rare decays have been presented from a phenomenological
point of view and it was shown that they can be used not only when looking for new
physics but also when trying to interpret new physics signals. Charm mixing has been
introduced and it was shown how the SuperB experiment, will be able to improve
the precision on xD and yD, this is not only due to the large luminosity that is
expected to be collected at Υ(4S). The SuperB experiment with its run at the charm
threshold will be able to perform strong phase measurements that will shrink the
allowed parameter space, and it has been shown that by using the effective values
for the mixing parameters it is possible to perform a test of CP violation (indirect).
Direct CP violation has been discussed, and it has been highlighted that it is not
yet clear if the standard model may account for the observed asymmetry, or if some
new physics is showing up, and studies of additional modes help resolve this question.
SuperB may play a leading role in the understanding of direct CP violation not
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only repeating the analysis already carried out, but performing new analyses that
would otherwise be difficult for other experiments (final states including neutrals).
Finally, time-dependent CP violation has been introduced and it was shown that
with that formalism it is possible to perform measurements of the quantities: φMIX ,
xD, and βc,eff . The latter not only represents a missing piece in the study of the
CKM mechanism, but it can be used to search for new physics. It was shown that
with current sensitivities (running and planned experiments), any observation of of a
value of βc,eff different from zero, will be a clear signal of new physics.
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